Eluru 6.5.2 (build 17935) Release Notes
Feature
TW-17006 - Inform VS addin users who use Git of Mercurial about remote run on branches
TW-16656 - Allow to specify user under whom to run agent on agent push
TW-16000 - Request to allow snapshot dependencies to build on same agent AND not require a run if up-to-date
TW-14271 - Add detected VCS changes to server statistics
TW-9921 - Add Filter "By Current Solution" to MyChanges

Usability Problem
TW-17516
TW-17363
TW-17357
plugin
TW-17348
build
TW-17294
TW-17208
TW-17026
TW-16993
TW-16876
TW-16722
TW-16668
TW-16449
TW-16076
TW-14732
TW-14647
TW-14331
TW-11878

- Make unmute option "When test passes succssfully" default
- Muted test popup does not show anything about unmute method
- "Updating data from server" progress dialog is shown periodically if build log tab is opened in IntelliJ IDEA
- Keep scroll position at the bottom of the page for the tail mode, as we do it for All messages for running
-

Do not show remote run dialog if suitable configurations list is empty
Invalid change file listing on details page
Ease discovery of per-project roles enabling in professional edition
No indication that unmute was successful
Open stacktrace in IDE feature has poor usability
On copying build step, place it after the original, not in the end of the list
'Run custom build' dialog continues to insert build parameters after their removal
It's likely to add more Mute controls on the buttom of near the test
Do not use same default build log tab all the time
Percentage on server statistics values is unclear
Next/prvious builds links does not preserve selected build log subtab
Opening build log tail requires two clicks form builds list
Filter by current solution hides deleted files

Bug
TW-17570 - Exception when setting up build agent on ec2
TW-17558 - Agent compatibility may not be updated and build cannot run on a compatible agent (dep. property
reference to updating build)
TW-17543 - Add limitation to investigate/mute commen field in UI
TW-17535 - Warn in log on loading project charts: Extension ...statistics... attempted to overwrite value of the model
parameter ...
TW-17530 - Build Error TeamCity 6.5.1 (build 17834) - vcs/VcsChange.<init> must not be null
TW-17523 - Two instances of the build (one in the queue and one running) can appear if running build fails to start
(exception is thrown from .start())
TW-17515 - Builds reusing may not work for the builds with more than one VCS root
TW-17514 - If user account is created by LDAP plugin during synchronization VCS usernames will not have default
values
TW-17512 - Change viewers extensions stopped working after the upgrade to TeamCity 6.5
TW-17511 - Agent can delete too many checkout directories in order to comply with free disk space requirement
TW-17510 - Build hangs forever if output contains very long line of log output
TW-17502 - Shelve... operation in eclipse should shelve just the changes, like a patch
TW-17490 - Build Agent may hung stopping a build on publishing artifacts stage
TW-17488 - IDEA project runner adds one more program parameter to Main class
TW-17467 - TFS plugin implicitly requires .NET Framework 3.5
TW-17458 - IDEA project reparse does not detect path variables in modules
TW-17456 - NUnit or NUnitTeamCity task may log error even if ContinueOnError was set to "True"
TW-17446 - agents sometimes get stuck while downloading artifacts
TW-17434 - NPE in converter during upgrade from 6.0 to 6.5
TW-17428 - Autoincrementer increments by 4 instead of 1
TW-17412 - No test for investigation entry messages in the server log
TW-17411 - Do not show link to open stacktrace for ignored test, as it does not make sense
TW-17396 - Surefire Watcher Counting tests multiple times
TW-17393 - MAVEN_OPTS not being used
TW-17373 - Backup from maintanDB when server is running: avoid failures on running build
TW-17354 - TeamCity should not fail build on error messages caused by muted tests
TW-17343 - jetbrains.buildServer.serverSide.auth.AuthenticationFailedException: Username or password doesn't match
TW-17340 - Typo in overview page source
TW-17338 - TEAMCITY_AGENT_OPTS environment variable constantly increases on Unix agents

TW-17338
TW-17334
TW-17332
users
TW-17318
TW-17308
TW-17307
TW-17304
TW-17298
TW-17283
TW-17273
TW-17254
TW-17251
TW-17249
TW-17243
TW-17232
TW-17230
TW-17216
TW-17197
TW-17189
TW-17145
TW-17141
TW-17090
TW-17057
crash
TW-17046
TW-17003
TW-16967
TW-16966
TW-16961
TW-16954
TW-16638
TW-16636
TW-16484
TW-16397
TW-16396
TW-15907
TW-15886
TW-15666
TW-15614
TW-15036
TW-14505
TW-12460
TW-11658

- TEAMCITY_AGENT_OPTS environment variable constantly increases on Unix agents
- P4 workspace cannot be cleaned up when there are open files (checkout on agent case)
- Support users synchronization when the number of users in LDAP greatly exceeds number of TeamCity
-

Error extracting artifact dependency archive
"Build configuration does not exist: null" when navigating to "Fixed in build" from YouTrack
v6.5 can not show junit xml system-out to the failed test stack
docx artifacts open/save as zip files, should retain docx extension
Unable to check/uncheck items in remote run dialog in IDEA 9.0.x
"Artifact paths" in "General Settings" are not trimmed
After upgrade to 6.5 build slows down (parameters resolution case for many parameters)
Do not see thread dump files on the Agent Logs tab
Keyboard navigation on My Changes quickly becomes broken
JUnit test report is not parsed properly.
org.apache.jasper.JasperException: /plugins/priority-queue/priorityClassList.jsp under Tomcat 7
NPE from BasicAmazonSyncClient.checkEc2Exception
Ctrl-t doesn't work on My Changes in firefox 4.0 (build 17834)
Wrong style of the header in diff view opened for build configuration change
Filter by project data should not affect open in IDE functionality
Possible memory leak in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
NPE in ProjectDataLoader
Checking for changes in ClearCase hangs if config spec does not end with line separator
6.5.x command.line.zip (#7) not compatible with server 6.5 (build 17795)
Attempt to navigate to running build from IDE(TeamCity Watched projects view) may cause an Eclipse

-

Backup fails on file open error
Triggered by shown for remote run build triggered from IntelliJ IDEA plugin shows user name twice
Build failed for bitbucket.org powered project
Failed to mute test if comment is too long
First failed in is not always shown for failed test
Browser memory leak on change details (problems) page
'Build not found' after click 'Details' link in personal build failed notification view
'Nothing found to display' message when choose build configuration to browse duplicates and inspections
On inability to find Java agent push should print descriptive message on where the Java is searched for
Automatically authorize agents that were installed using agent push
Agent push fails with "The specified service already exists"
JavaDowser should not prefer older JRockit to a newer one
Agent may hung on OOM in message sending
Extra cloud agents can be launched (more then there are builds in the queue)
No matched options in the filtering drop down looks the same as nothing was typed
Automatic re-enable agent function does not always work properly
"Cannot start backup process: Backup is already running." on backup UI
Multiple arguments in TestList doesn't work properly
Files are left in temp directory after server shutdown

Exception
TW-17495 - The operation identifier is not valid. Please check Perforce settings.
TW-17485 - Exception on attempt to assign test investigator (from popup)
TW-17406 - EA-28398 - assert: ComponentManagerImpl.getComponent
TW-17347 - Couldn't resolve parametrized type name from test name
Global360.EmpowerTests.FunctionalTests.EmpowerRestService.ViewResult.ViewGetResultItemsTests.Te
TW-17309 - Exception when viewing audit action change
TW-17291 - Task executor UI failed to initialize. There is no Application Shell running.
TW-17198 - Failed to compare two elements in the array. At least one object must implement IComparable.
TW-17194 - Click on muted test on Current Problems page (which failed in several configurations) gives exception
TW-16968 - Input string was not in a correct format.
TW-16808 - Length cannot be less than zero. Parameter name: length

Performance Problem
TW-17517 - Artifacts uploader may cause unnecessary IO activity if artifacts directory and work directory are on
different filesystems
TW-17513 - Build may not start on agent if pending changes list contains a lot of changes (thousands)
TW-17435 - Too many getFileContent requests can cause server slowdown if VCS repository is Git
TW-17287 - Upgrade from 6.0.3 => 6.5.1 tomcat uses 100% of the CPU

Cosmetics

TW-17356
TW-17277
TW-16501
TW-16177
TW-13884

-

VS addin: "No version control is enabled" message is not gone after I enable one in settings
Typo in string warning that Java 1.5 agents should upgrade
Bad layout for params popup icons on VCS root settings pages
Edit roles page action links font is too small
Too narrow value columns on usage statistics

